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A new epic fantasy that is inspired by the sword and sorcery tales the author grew up reading.

Classics like Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time, Tolkien's Hobbit, and Eddings' Belgariad.Life is simple

in Benâ€™s small town until an attack brings the arrival of exciting strangers straight out of a story.

Before Ben understands what is happening, he embarks on a dangerous journey to help his friends.

A mage, demons, thieves and assassins are just a few of the perils he will face while trying to make

it to safety. But things arenâ€™t always what they seem and safety is a fragile concept when the

destructive behaviors of the powerful are exercised unchecked. In Ben's world - like our own -

political, economic and military might create a system to keep the elite in power at the expense of

the common man. As the series unfolds and Ben's knowledge and skill grows, he will have to

decide if he wants to live within the system, flee from it or break it.
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This author has a great future. I loved this authors writing style, story line and characters. This book

hooked me from the very beginning and I found it to be a super read. I highly recommend this book.



I jumped right into book two after the completion of this book. Regretfully, book 3 is not ready yet, so

I once again have to wait.I want to keep this short. Highly recommend and you should enjoy it also.

Hey Benjamin, keep up the great work.

I have to say that this is one of the best indie books I have read in long time. It was free on Kindle

unlimited but I bought it anyway. Way to go AC Cobble keep writing! I am anxious to begin the next

in the series. The characters and the story have me hooked!

This book is incredibly well written and thoroughly entertaining. I couldn't put it down and was sad to

see it end. The characters are compelling, the plot is engaging and the storytelling is first rate.

It's really an enjoyable read. I had some fears that the character was going to find things too easy

for him in the begining of the book because things just seemed to work out for him, but as the book

goes on, you see that the main character does have to work for somethings. There characters

develop slowly, but you do come to care about them. Overall a really promising start for a new

author. I look forward to reading his future works, I feel like with this first novel he's only brushed the

surface of his potential. Can't wait for the next book.

I enjoyed this first book. Not a very intriguing book title that grabs your attention, but I thought the

story was good and it sucked me in relatively quickly.

A good book with an interesting storylineI like the characters and how they developed as the story

developedCan't wait for the next one

It was full of adventure, and exciting characters. I especially enjoyed the bit of philosophy of power

and free will that was hinted and discussed.

The author pulled me along very well. It felt like I was reading a fantasy epic at almost all

times...flipping from page to page and cursing the dying off the light each day. I'm hoping for more

depth to Ben's growth as the next book progresses but am not willing to take away rating for THIS

book. I'm about to see, as I'm purchasing it as soon as I finish this review. :)
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